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Agenda

LE study in association with GED for EC DG Comp on structure and
functioning of major EU electricity markets
• Brief overview and motivation
• Methodology: Focus on work relating price-cost margins to market structure
• Brief description data and model
• Presentation of key results
• Interpretation of the results

Conclusions
Acknowledgments
Annex: Discussion of selected criticisms of the study
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Brief overview and motivation

LE in association with GED studied price formation in 6 major EU
electricity markets
• EC DG Comp commissioned study on structure and performance of major EU 

electricity markets as part of sectoral inquiry
• Study looked at various measures of structure and performance in wholesale 

electricity markets in BE, DE, ES, FR, NL, and GB
• Large data collection effort including hourly unit output, fuel use, fuel prices, fuel 

cost, cost of carbon, availability.  The data was for period, 2003-2005
• Main goal was to determine whether market structure was significant in 

influencing price cost margins (market performance)
• Study is of interest to many types of market participants

− Consumers
− Producers, traders, other market participants
− Competition Authorities, regulators and other government policy makers
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Methodology: focus on relating margins and market 
structure

Understanding price formation in electricity markets is difficult
• Uncertainty over unit variable costs, fuel prices, outages, transmission, unit 

performance, weather/demand in real time, etc
• Conditions change hourly or even in real time

The biggest components of price formation
• Fuel cost the major determinant of price
• Demand/scarcity (moving up the merit order)
• Strategic interactions (this last point debatable)

Most commonly used measure of market performance is price cost 
margin [either (P-C)/P or (P-C)/C]
Historical (hourly) price data available from market(s)
Marginal cost data needs to be estimated
• Solution was to collect unit-level data and use GED dispatch simulation model 

to estimate marginal costs
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Methodology: focus on relating margins and market 
structure

Traditional measures of market structure problematic
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Methodology: focus on relating margins and market 
structure

Measuring determinants of prices and margins also difficult 
as conditions dynamic
• Need for dynamic and continuous measures of market structure
• Recent research has focused on varying levels of how “pivotal” 

any given supplier is
• Residual supply index is both continuous and dynamic measure of 

market structure in electricity markets
RSI definition
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Data and model

Price data hourly from EEX, UKPX, APX, OMEL
Marginal cost data from GED modeling results using
• Hourly optimal dispatch of energy and reserves for given demand
• Monthly capacity figures adjusted for actual outages
• Monthly delivered fuel prices

RSI data calculated hourly for largest players
Total dataset (including all structural measures hourly) 
represented about 75GB of data
Model then becomes regression equation (hourly)
• [(P – MC)/MC] = a + b(RSI) + B(X) + e
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Key results
Example of simplest model and fitted values: Spain
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Key results
Simple regression of PCM on RSI significant (-) coefficient 
in all cases

Table 1.6: Regression results relating margins (PCMU) to market structure (RSI) for largest 
generators

Company-Country Variable Name Coefficient Std. Err. t R-squared

0577-S-ES RSI -1.242 0.010 -120.0 35.6%

0875-S-ES RSI -1.385 0.012 -118.5 35.1%

0453-S-GB RSI -0.90 0.015 -58.8 20.8%

1340-S-GB RSI -0.87 0.015 -58.4 20.6%

1477-S-GB RSI -0.87 0.015 -56.4 19.5%

0436-S-DE RSI -2.36 0.034 -69.1 15.4%

0569-S-DE RSI -2.00 0.030 -66.7 14.5%

1338-S-DE RSI -2.43 0.042 -57.5 11.2%

1681-S-DE RSI -1.92 0.029 -67.0 14.6%

0511-S-NL RSI -1.22 0.021 -57.2 11.1%

0712-S-NL RSI -1.22 0.021 -57.2 11.1%

Source: LE
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Key results
Sign. (-)coefficient on RSI generally not sensitive to model
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Interpretation of the results

RSI coeff. significant and of 
expected sign in all cases 
save DE

In ES 1% fall in RSI_C01 
(tighter market) leads to 2% 
rise in margins

C0_gas and C0_coal can 
be interpreted as controlling 
for difference between 
modeled and actual 
generation by fuel type
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Conclusions

Study shows under current market conditions a significant 
statistical relationship exists between market structure 
(RSI) and price-cost margins
Implication for consumers
• Margins could be keener if large players were less ‘pivotal’

Implication for producers, investors/valuation
• Not accounting for RSI of largest players could lead to significant 

undervaluation of plant
Implication for policy
• More research needed: study did not address what levels of RSI 

would be “workable” or what number of hours in a year P>MC 
acceptable
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